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Single crystals of the 1:1 complex of the nucleic acid base cytosine and the dipeptideN-formylglycine (C‚
NFG) have been irradiated at 10 and 273 K to doses of about 70 kGy and studied at temperatures between
10 and 293 K using 24 GHz (K-band) and 9.5 GHz (X-band) electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR), electron
nuclear double resonance (ENDOR), and ENDOR-induced EPR (EIE) spectroscopy. In this complex, the
cytosine base is hydrogen bonded at positions N3 and N4 to the carboxylic group of the dipeptide, and the
N3 position of cytosine has become protonated by the carboxylic group. At 10 K, two major radicals were
characterized and identified. One of these (R1) is ascribed to the decarboxylatedN-formylglycine one-electron
oxidized species. The other (R2) is the N3-protonated cytosine one-electron reduced species. A third minority
species (R3) appears to be a different conformation or protonation state of the one-electron reduced cytosine
radical. Upon warming, the R2 and R3 radicals decay at about 100 K, and at 295 K, the only cytosine-
centered radicals present are the C5 and C6 H-addition radicals (R5, R6). The R1 radical decays at about 150
K, and a glycine backbone radical (R4) grows in slowly. Thus, in the complex, a complete separation of
initial oxidation and reduction events occurs, with oxidation localized at the dipeptide moiety, whereas reduction
occurs at the nucleic acid base moiety. DFT calculations indicate that this separation is driven by large
differences in electron affinities and ionization potentials between the two constituents of the complex. Once
the initial oxidation and reduction products are trapped, no further electron transfer between the two constituents
of the complex takes place.

1. Introduction

Considerable efforts have been made in the past decades to
unravel the radiation damage processes occurring in DNA
initiated by both the direct and indirect actions of ionizing
radiation.1-5 However, a full understanding of the in vivo
radiation chemistry of DNA also requires an understanding of
how the cellular environments of DNA modify those processes
taking place in DNA itself. The most common environment is
that of DNA tightly packaged in chromatin, although variations
occur, for example, when DNA is being translated and
transcribed.

As early as in 1961, Alexander et al.6 demonstrated, using
electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy, that
irradiation of nucleoproteins indicated energy transfer from the
protein to DNA. Similar results were obtained by Lillicrap and
Fielden7 and Olast and Bertinchamps.8 Quite conclusive evi-
dence for electron transfer between the protein and DNA was
obtained by Cullis et al.9 These authors showed that electrons
from the histones in chromatin transfer to DNA but that the
holes do not transfer. This would result in an increase in the
DNA anion radicals and would result in a loss of DNA cation
radicals by recombinations. Faucitano et al.10 interpreted their

results similarly, concluding that excess capture of electrons
by thymine and cytosine was key for the spin transfer mecha-
nism.

Weiland and Hu¨ttermann11 published a very detailed study
of electron transfer from histone to DNA in chromatin. The
yield of DNA radicals in chromatin at low temperature was
found to be about two times that found for DNA alone, which
was considered strong evidence for electron transfer from
histone to DNA in accord with earlier results of Faucitano et
al.10 and Cullis et al.9 In particular, the ratio of anion to cation
radicals in the DNA component of chromatin was found to be
approximately two times that in DNA alone. This large relative
loss of DNA cations, or gain in anions, was attributed to an
increase in the concentration of one-electron-reduced radical
components stabilized in DNA or, equivalently, to hole transfer
from DNA to the histone.

If it is the oxidation pathway that leads to strand breaks, then
these results suggest that the histones, by providing electrons
that can combine with radicals in the oxidative cohort of DNA,
provide a radioprotective effect to DNA.5 However, warming
chromatin, irradiated at 77, to 300 K largely reduces the total
radical concentration without significant changes in the DNA/
protein radical ratio. Apparently, electrons and/or holes are
thermally mobilized in both components without any exchange
between the components. If the stable end products reflect a
doubling in reductive damage while oxidative damage remains
the same, an increase in frequency and complexity of clustered
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lesions might be expected. Then, the histone proteins would
act as radiation sensitizers.4

Previous EPR results thus suggest electron transfer from the
histone to DNA as the prominent consequence of the complex
formation between the protein and DNA. Studies using other
techniques complement these results. Barton and co-workers
have in a series of papers shown that whereas the proteins may
shield DNA from external oxidative damage, once oxidation is
trapped within DNA no further electron transport between the
protein and DNA usually takes place (although exceptions may
occur).12,13

EPR and the adjunct electron nuclear double resonance
(ENDOR) techniques applied to irradiated well-defined single
crystal systems are uniquely suited for detailed characterizations
of primary radiation induced radical products and their transfer
and conversion processes. This permits a molecular-level
understanding of radiation-induced processes not easily acces-
sible using other methods.1 Characteristic features of the
nucleosome DNA-protein interactions are known to consider-
able extent.14 If these could be modeled in relatively simple
crystalline systems, then that would allow for studies directed
toward the detailed understanding of the radiation behavior of
DNA-histone complexes. Examples of such models system
would be hydrogen bonded complexes of an amino acid or
dipeptide with a nucleic acid constituent. However, the literature
contains very few examples of such complexes which have been
well characterized structurally.15-17 Evidently, the small number
is due to the inherent difficulty of preparing crystals of
complexes with constituents exhibiting significantly different
physiochemical properties. The present work is a report of our
first attempt in this direction. Crystals of the complex between
N-formylglycine and cytosine (C‚NFG, Scheme 1) were suc-
cessfully prepared and investigated after radiation exposure at
10 K or higher temperatures.

The binding motif depicted in Scheme 1 has the C-terminal
end of the dipeptide associated with the cytosine base; thus,
this is not a major type of association in histone/DNA
complexes. Nevertheless, other factors contribute to make this
a good starting point. The radiation chemistry of cytosine in a
variety of environments is well-known,1,18-24 as is the basic
radiation chemistry of simple amino acid and dipeptides.25 The
crystal structure of NFG was recently solved,26 and EPR/
ENDOR studies of crystalline NFG have been made.27 Hence,
the basic radiation responses of each of the components are well-
known providing good prospects for isolating and identifying
processes solely depending on the interaction of the two
components.

2. Methods

2.1. Crystallography. Cytosine (C) andN-formylglycine
(NFG) was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich and Fluka. Nearly
saturated aqueous solutions of equimolar amounts of C and NFG
were prepared at 35°C. Upon slow cooling to room temperature
with subsequent evaporation at this temperature, suitable crystals
were collected. A similar procedure was followed to obtain
crystals from D2O (Sigma-Aldrich, 99%) solutions. Here, the
easily exchangeable protons (bonded to nitrogen and oxygen)
are exchanged with deuterons.

Single crystals of C‚NFG are orthorhombic with space group
Pna21.15 The crystallographic axes were used as reference axes
in this study. The unit cell consists of four asymmetric units,
interconnected by hydrogen bonding. The asymmetric unit
consists of a C‚NFG complex as shown in Scheme 1 and Figure
1a. A view of the unit cell down the perpendicular to one set of
cytosine bases is shown in Figure 1b. The complex is formed
by two hydrogen bonds between the amino acid and the
pyrimidine base, N4-H‚‚‚O3 and N3-H‚‚‚O4, the latter indicat-
ing that the cytosine base has become protonated at N3 in this
structure with the proton being provided by the carboxyl group.
Thus, theN-formyl amino acid formally carries a net negative
charge while the cytosine base formally carries a net positive
charge. All crystals used were examined using X-ray diffraction
methods, and the cell parameters agreed well with the published
data.15

2.2. Room-Temperature Experiments.The crystals were
irradiated at 275 K using X-rays from a Philips chromium-target
tube operated at 60 kV and 30 mA. Each sample received a
total dose of 70 kGy at a rate of about 20 kGy/h as determined
by EPR/alanine dosimetry. Through the use of X-ray diffraction,
the axis of rotation to be used for the EPR/ENDOR experiments
was aligned parallel with one of the crystal axes to within 0.5°.
The irradiated crystal was then transferred to a quartz rod
without loss of alignment. The quartz rod is a part of a one-
axis goniometer allowing for rotation of the sample through
360° to an accuracy of 0.1°.

The EPR spectra were recorded at 295 K using an X-band
Bruker ESP300E spectrometer. The measurements were made
upon rotating the sample through 5° intervals over 180° around
each of the three crystallographic axes. The major part of the
experiments was performed using crystals prepared from H2O,
but one complete plane (rot〈c〉) was also recorded using partially
deuterated crystals. ENDOR from samples irradiated at 275 K
was not achieved.

2.3. Low-Temperature Experiments.Through the use of
X-diffraction techniques, the crystals were aligned along a given
axis of rotation (three axes,〈a〉, 〈c〉, and a skewed axis located
50.5° from 〈c* 〉 in the 〈ac〉-plane) were used. This procedure
enabled four independent planes of data to be used for analysis
and also resolved the Schonland ambiguity in the hyperfine
coupling tensors.28 Details of the experimental procedures
including instrumentation, X-ray diffraction, X-irradiation at
about 10 K to doses up to about 70 kGy and K-band EPR,
ENDOR, and ENDOR-induced EPR (EIE) measurements at 10
K were as previously described.29,30 The major part of the
experiments was performed using partially deuterated crystals,
but one complete plane (rot〈c〉) was also recorded using crystals
prepared from H2O.

2.4. Data Analysis and Computational Methods.The
program MAGRES was used to derive the proton hyperfine
coupling (hfc) tensors from the ENDOR data.31 A six-parameter
linear regression routine generates initial tensors from the polar
angles of the rotation axes, the measurement angleR, and the

SCHEME 1. Cytosine‚N-formylglycine (C‚NFG)
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corresponding ENDOR frequency. Refinements also including
optimizations of a total of nine angles (polar angles (θ, φ) of
the rotation axis and the starting value ofR of each plane of
rotation) were made, using a nonlinear procedure converging
to a minimum root-mean-square (rms) value for the complete
data set. Providing conservative estimates for the measurement
uncertainties, error analyses were made using the method of
propagation of errors31,32yielding standard errors to the principal
values of the hfc tensors and to the components of the
corresponding eigenvectors.

Spectrum simulations were made using the program KVA-
SAT as described previously.33 Crystallographic coordinates
were calculated using a modified version of the crystallographic
data program ORFEE.34 The DFT calculations were performed
using the GAUSSIAN98 program package.35 The single-point
calculations used the B3LYP hybrid functional and the 6-311+G-
(2df,p) basis set based on structures optimized using the
6-31+G(d) basis set with a starting geometry obtained from
the X-diffraction data,15 unless stated otherwise explicitly. In
combination with theNoSymmoption of GAUSSIAN98, the
eigenvectors (principal directions) of the calculated dipolar
coupling principal values are directly comparable with the
experimental results.

3. Low-temperature Irradiations

3.1. Experimental Results and Analyses.Immediately after
irradiation at about 10 K, clear evidence for three distinct
radicals was found, two of which dominated the spectra at all
orientations. The third species yielded a weak ENDOR response
and could only partly be analyzed. In addition, a few very weak

traces of other species were observed exhibiting a far too low
yield for analysis and identification. Figure 2a shows the EPR
spectrum from a partially deuterated crystal obtained with the
external magnetic field directed along〈b〉, and Figure 3 shows
the corresponding ENDOR spectrum obtained by observing the
radio frequency (rf)-induced desaturation of the EPR line marked
with an arrow in Figure 2a.

The ENDOR spectra showed clearly the presence of five
nonexchangeable proton hyperfine interactions, denoted 1-5
in Figure 3. In crystals prepared from H2O, only one small and
exchangeable interaction could be observed in addition to these
resonance lines. This exchangeable coupling never exceeded 5
MHz in magnitude and was too weak for further analysis. Parts
b and c of Figure 2 show the EIE spectra obtained by locking
the radio frequency to ENDOR transitions marked 1 and 4,
respectively, in Figure 3, and sweeping the magnetic field. The
EIE experiments clearly showed that ENDOR lines 1, 2, and 3
are due to hyperfine interactions in one radical, denoted R1,
whereas lines 4 and 5 both yielded fairly similar doublet patterns,
indicating that they are due to two different radicals species
both exhibiting mainly one major hyperfine interaction each.
These radicals have been denoted R2 and R3. The hyperfine
coupling tensors obtained by a full analysis of couplings 1-5
are presented in Table 1.

The anisotropies of couplings 1, 2, and 3 are all characteristic
of R-type proton interactions. The isotropic values of couplings
1 and 2 are very similar in magnitude. Furthermore, for
couplings 1 and 2, the eigenvectors for the two numerically
smallest principal values (expected to occur along the C-H bond
directions) make an angle of 126°, whereas the eigenvectors

Figure 1. (a) Cytosine‚N-formylglycine complex viewed down the perpendicular to the cytosine base (0.7749;-0.0330;-0.6312). (b) The cytosine‚
N-formylglycine crystal structure viewed down the same direction for two of the four complexes in the unit cell.
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for the two intermediate principal values (being directed along
the lone electron orbital (LEO)) are parallel to within 5°. These
features are characteristic for a sp2-hybridized •CH2 radical
fragment. Considering possible candidates for such a fragment
in the present system, only a decarboxylated NFG radical
fragment fitted the experimental data, as indicated by comparing
expected bond directions for the two remaining C8-H bonds
(calculated from crystal data coordinates) with the eigenvectors
for the two numerically smallest principal values for couplings

1 and 2 (see Table 1). Coupling 3 is safely associated with the
proton at C9 from similar arguments. Here, the numerically
minimum principal value occurs in a direction less than 13°
from the crystallographic C9-H bond whereas the direction for
the intermediate principal value is about 10° from the perpen-
dicular to the N5-C9-H9 fragment.

These results indicate that the radical structure responsible
for this resonance is that depicted in Scheme 2, a decarboxylated
N-formylglycine species.

The radical is basically a conjugatedπ-electron species. The
atomic 2pz orbital spin densities may be estimated from the
anisotropic coupling elements using the Bernhard-Gordy
relations36 to 0.71, 0.76, and 0.18 for couplings 1, 2, and 3,
respectively. Alternatively, from the McConnell relation37 with

TABLE 1: Experimental Hyperfine Coupling Tensors (MHz) for Radicals R1-R3 in Single Crystals of
Cytosine‚N-Formylglycine X-irradiated and Measured at 10 Ka

eigenvectors

radical tensor isotropic value principal value 〈a〉 〈b〉 〈c〉

R1 (NFG)

-77.38 (4) -0.156 (1) 0.640 (1) -0.752 (1)
1 (C8-Ha) -47.84 (3) -45.64 (4) 0.550 (0) 0.689 (1) 0.472 (1)

-20.48 (7) 0.820 (0) -0.340 (1) -0.460 (1)

-80.53 (8) -0.740 (1) 0.668 (1) -0.076 (1)
2 (C8-Hb) -49.94 (4) -48.86 (7) 0.592 (1) 0.701 (1) 0.398 (1)

-20.43 (7) -0.319 (1) -0.250 (1) 0.914 (1)

-19.87 (24) 0.623 (2) -0.139 (2) -0.770 (1)
3 (C9-H) -13.17 (13) -13.34 (23) 0.674 (2) 0.594 (1) 0.439 (1)

-5.30 (20) 0.396 (1) -0.793 (2) 0.464 (1)

-65.0 -0.5782 0.3660 -0.7292

R2b (Cyt)
4 (C6-H) -38.6 -32.2 0.7749 -0.0330 -0.6312

-18.6 0.2553 0.9300 0.2643

-49.2 -0.5782 0.3660 -0.7292

R3c (Cyt) 5 (C6-H) -33.8 -37.1 0.7749 -0.0330 -0.6312
-15.1 0.2553 0.9300 0.2643

crystallographic directions for C‚NFG:
normal to plane N5-C9-H(C9) 0.6533 0.4756 0.5891
normal to plane C5-C6-N1 0.7749 -0.0333 -0.6312
C9-H(C9) 0.4096 -0.8764 0.2533
C6-H(C6) 0.2853 0.9280 0.2395
C8-H(C8a)c 0.7569 -0.4298 -0.4923
C8-H(C8b)c -0.3949 -0.4497 0.8011

a Radical R1 is shown in Scheme 2, and radical R2 is shown in Scheme 3. There are four molecular sites in the unit cell. If a given direction (l,m,n) in
the table is associated one given molecular site, the corresponding direction in the other three will be given by (l,m,-n), (l,-m,n), and (-l,m,n). b See text
for how these coupling tensors were derived.c Calculated using the perpendicular to the N5-C9-H9 plane and the N5-C8 bond direction assuming sp2

hybridization at C8.

Figure 2. (a) Second derivative EPR spectrum of a partially deuterated
cytosine‚N-formylglycine crystal irradiated at 10 K measured with the
magnetic field directed along〈b〉. The arrow indicates the field position
for the ENDOR spectrum in Figure 3. The microwave frequency is
23 623.71 MHz. (b) EIE spectrum obtained by locking the radio
frequency to ENDOR line positions 1, 2, and 3 in Figure 3. (c) EIE
spectrum obtained by locking the radio frequency to the ENDOR
position 4 in Figure 3.

Figure 3. ENDOR spectrum of a partially deuterated cytosine‚N-
formylglycine crystal irradiated at 10 K measured with the magnetic
field directed along〈b〉 and at the value marked by an arrow in Figure
2. The different ENDOR lines are marked with numerals 1-5. The
free proton frequency was 35.95 MHz.

SCHEME 2. Radical R1
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Q ) -72 MHz, the corresponding numbers are 0.67, 0.69, and
0.18. The fairly good agreement between these two sets of
numbers indicates a structure that is close to planar but perhaps
with a slight and asymmetric bending at the methylene frag-
ment.38

ENDOR lines 4 and 5 were easily followed in the rot〈c〉 plane
and, for coupling 4, also in the rot〈a〉 plane. Unfortunately, in
the third plane of rotation, the ENDOR lines were too weak to
be followed. However, the available data for line 4, including
the few data points in the third plane, could be perfectly
reproduced assuming anR-proton hyperfine coupling tensor.
Indeed, the eigenvectors associated with a planarR-proton
coupling are uniquely defined by the C-H bond direction, the
direction of the lone electron orbital (being perpendicular to
the C- H bond), and a third direction perpendicular to both of
these two. Then, choosing such orthogonal eigenvectors associ-
ated with the C6-H fragment of the cytosine base, a set of
principal values could be found so that the calculated coupling
at each specific orientation fitted all the corresponding experi-
mental data closely. The available data furthermore show that
line 5 closely follows line 4 where it is observable. Thus, scaling
down the principal elements of coupling 4 while retaining the
eigenvectors also resulted in a hfc tensor that gave a very good
fit to the available data for line 5. The hyperfine coupling tensors
associated with resonance lines 4 and 5 are given in Table 1.
The EIE experiments showed that these are due to two different
radicals R2 and R3, each showing a doublet EPR pattern with
a splitting corresponding to ENDOR lines 4 and 5, respec-
tively.39

The hyperfine couplings arrived at for R2 and R3 are typical
for those from the one-electron reduced cytosine species. The
N3-protonated, one-electron reduced cytosine radical has been
detected in a large number of cytosine derivatives such as
cytosine monohydrate,30 cytosine hydrochloride,20 2′-deoxycy-
tidine hydrochloride,22 deoxycytidine 5′-monophosphate,40 and
cytidine 3′-phosphate.41 They are all practically indistinguishable
from those of R2 in Table 1. Thus, it is proposed that R2 is the
neutral, N3-protonated one-electron reduced planar cytosine base
radical as shown in Scheme 3.

The less abundant radical R3 exhibits a H(C6) coupling whose
principal values are systematically smaller than those of radical
R2. The apparent occurrence of several slightly different
versions of the one-electron reduction products is a common
feature of cytosine derivatives and usually ascribed to different
geometric conformations or different protonation states of the
radical.42,43In the present case, the available experimental data
are insufficient to establish a plausible identification of R3.

3.2. Low-Temperature Simulations. Figure 4 shows the
results of simulations of the EPR spectra due to radicals R1-
R3, using the KVASAT program33 and the parameters given in
Table 1 obtained from partially deuterated crystals of the
complex. Relativeg values and line widths were estimated from
the experimental spectra. For an acceptable simulation of R1,
however, one small nitrogen coupling had to be included for

this radical. Best results were obtained using a nitrogen coupling
of 5.6 MHz for the orientation depicted in Figure 4; B||〈b〉.
Simulating spectra at a few other orientations with well-resolved
spectra showed that a similar nitrogen coupling always had to
be included and that this coupling is not very anisotropic. For
instance, the〈a〉-axis spectrum was best simulated with a
nitrogen coupling of 7.3 MHz (not shown). In the calculated
spectrum in Figure 4, the simulated spectra due to each of the
radicals R1-R3 were added in a relative weight of 0.78:0.15:
0.07, respectively.

The results in Figure 4 show that the parameters extracted
for R1 and R2/R3 are able to reproduce the major features of
the experimental low-temperature spectra from partially deu-
terated crystals.

3.3. DFT Calculations.Model calculations were performed
on the full C‚NFG asymmetric unit and additional separate
calculations were made for each of the structures designated
R1 and R2. Crystallographic coordinates were used throughout.
For R1, the CO2- residue was removed from the isolated NFG
anion, and the resulting neutral radical was optimized using
B3LYP/6-31+G(d), and the subsequent single-point calculation
was made using the B3LYP/6-311+G(2df,p) basis set. For R2,
the nonoptimized anionic structure of the full complex (com-
prising the N3-protonated cytosine cation) was taken as the
starting point for a B3LYP/6-311G(2df,p) single-point calcula-
tion. In this case, geometry optimizations were not done to avoid
the previously reported effects of bending of the cytosine
reduction radicals in the gas phase.44 The results are presented
in Table 2. Since theNoSymmoption was used, the eigenvectors
for the calculated dipolar couplings could be compared directly
with the corresponding experimental eigenvectors, the angles
of deviation are given in a separate column (æ). The overall
agreement between calculated and experimental results is very
good, including the estimated nitrogen coupling deduced from
the spectral simulations.

4. Room-temperature Irradiations

4.1. Experimental Results and Analyses.First derivative
EPR spectra from a H2O-grown crystal X-irradiated at 275 K

SCHEME 3. Radical R2

Figure 4. (a) Same as Figure 2a. (b) Simulated〈b〉-axis spectrum using
the hyperfine coupling tensors for radicals R1, R2, and R3 given in
Table 1. An additional nitrogen hyperfine interaction of 5.6 MHz was
added for R1. Theg value for R2 was shifted 0.0011 up from that of
R1, whereas theg value of R3 was shifted 0.0008 correspondingly.
The relative weights of the three resonances were 0.78:0.15:0.07
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obtained with the magnetic field along each of the three
crystallographic axes are shown in Figure 5. The spectra exhibit
strong features in the center varying from a poorly resolved
triplet (B||〈c〉) through a quartet of triplets (B||〈b〉) to a well-
resolved quartet (B||〈a〉). These are characteristics not previously
observed in any cytosine base derivative and are hence ascribed
to a radical in the NFG moiety. Weaker features on the wings,
however, are characteristic for the cytosine hydrogen-addition
radicals.1 The strong central features are ascribed to a radical

henceforth designated as R4. Also, the weak outer lines from
the cytosine hydrogen adducts are visible only in very limited
regions of the plane. The two H-adducts of N3-protonated
cytosine are designated R5 and R6 (see below).

It was not possible to obtain ENDOR signals from these
room-temperature irradiated crystals. Thus, the spectral analysis
was done using the EPR spectra alone. For the R1 resonance,
two proton doublets and a nitrogen triplet coupling characterizes
the strong features of the spectra. The largest and most
anisotropic proton coupling exhibits a maximum value close to
〈b〉, while the smallest width of the spectra is along〈c〉. Here,
the two proton couplings are of comparable magnitude and the
nitrogen coupling is not resolved. Even if poorly expressed site-
splitting complicates the spectra at most orientations, it was
possible to extract hyperfine coupling tensors for the two proton
interactions. However, for the nitrogen coupling, only estimates
at selected orientations could be made. Table 3 shows the
hyperfine coupling parameters for R4 as extracted from the
available EPR data. For theR-type coupling1, the spin density
at the central carbon atom is estimated to 0.76 both from the
isotropic and dipolar coupling parameters.36,37

Considering possible candidates for the R4 radical, only the
well-known glycine backbone radical (Scheme 4) could be made
to fit the data. From the crystallographic data, the eigenvector
for the numerically minimum value of coupling 1 deviates 37°
from the calculated C8-H bond direction. There is a similar
deviation between the normal to the C7-C8-N5 fragment and
the intermediate principal value, expected to be parallel to the
lone electron orbital (LEO).1 It was considered whether these
deviations from the crystal molecular structure possibly could
be due to a rotation of about 38° about the N5-C8 bond upon

TABLE 2: DFT Calculated Hyperfine Coupling Tensors (MHz) and g tensors for Radicals R1 and R2 in Single Crystals of
Cytosine‚N-Formylglycine X-irradiated and Measured at 10 Ka

eigenvectors

radical tensor isotropic value principal value 〈a〉 〈b〉 〈c〉 æb

R1 (NFG)

-85.50 -0.0476 0.7244 -0.6877 8.8
1 (C8-Ha) -53.60 -52.68 0.5886 0.5766 0.5666 8.7

-22.65 0.8070 -0.3778 -0.4539 2.6

-87.75 -0.6822 0.7303 -0.0354 5.5
2 (C8-Hb) -54.00 -52.32 0.5880 0.5767 0.5672 12.0

-21.93 -0.4346 -0.3662 0.8228 10.8

-14.66 0.7335 -0.0872 -0.6740 9.9
3 (C9-H) -9.43 -11.29 0.5888 0.5768 0.5662 8.8

-2.34 -0.3394 0.8122 -0.4745 3.0

-7.96 0.7469 -0.1200 -0.6541
N5 -4.23 -7.00 -0.3092 .8081 -0.5014

-2.24 0.5887 .5767 0.5664 7.0c

-9.60 -0.1431 -0.6155 0.7750
H(N5) -5.14 -9.23 0.5880 0.5770 0.5669

3.43 0.7961 -0.5368 -0.2793

2.0038 -0.3273 -0.4667 0.8216
g 2.0031 2.0033 -0.7421 0.6652 0.0821

2.0022 0.5859 0.5829 0.5641

R2 (Cyt)
-66.12 0.5815 -0.3712 0.7239 3.8

4 (C6-H) -37.11 -30.92 0.7569 -0.0796 -0.6487 3.0
-14.25 0.2985 0.9251 0.2347 3.0

crystallographic directions for C‚NFG:
normal to plane N5-C9-H(C9) 0.6533 0.4756 0.5891
normal to plane C5-C6-N1 0.7749 -0.0333 -0.6312
C9-H(C9) 0.4096 -0.8764 0.2533
C6-H(C6) 0.2853 0.9280 0.2395
C8-H(C8a)d -0.7569 0.4298 0.4923
C8-H(C8b)d 0.3949 0.4497 -0.8011

a See footnote 3 in Table 1.b Angle with the corresponding experimental direction in Table 1.c This is the angle with the perpendicular to the
plane N5-C9-H9. d Calculated using the perpendicular to the N5-C9-H9 plane and the N5-C8 bond direction assuming sp2 hybridization at
C8.

Figure 5. First derivative EPR spectra of H2O grown cytosine‚N-
formylglycine crystals irradiated at 275 K and measured at 293 K with
the magnetic field directed along the three crystallographic axes, as
indicated. Theg values of the central resonances are 2.0032, 2.0034,
and 2.0036, respectively.
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radical formation. Support for this was found by the following
consideration:

Coupling 2 (Table 3) is aâ-type coupling, most probably
due to H(N5). From the crystallographic data, the dihedral angle
of the N5-H bond with respect to the normal to the plane C7-
C8-N5 is 171°. Using the Heller-McConnell relation45

with B0 ) -4.3 MHz, B2 ) 117.6 MHz,46 and Fπ ) 0.76, a
value for aiso

â of 83.8 MHz is obtained, far larger than that
observed. However, the required rotation of 38° about the C-N
bond reduces the dihedral angle to 128° and consequently the
coupling to 31 MHz (exptl value 30.7 MHz). Further support
for this proposed molecular reorientation was obtained from
DFT calculations (see below).

The cytosine hydrogen-addition radicals are well-known from
the literature1 and hence do not warrant detailed descriptions;
here, it suffices to refer to Figure 5. The C6 H-addition radical
(see Scheme 5, radical R6) typically exhibits twoâ-couplings
totaling about 280 MHz (about 10 mT) and aR-coupling due
to about 70% spin at C5. This fits nicely with the wide spectrum
observed for B||〈b〉 in Figure 5. The extra small splitting is
most probably due to an additional coupling to one of the amino
protons.23 Observing the smallest line widths along〈b〉 agrees

with previous observations that the maximum nitrogen coupling
occurs along the normal to the cytosine plane for this radical.47

The〈b〉-axis is in the ring plane (perpendicular to the ring plane).
The C5 H-addition radical (see Scheme 5, radical R5) is

characterized by somewhat smallerâ-couplings (sum typically
200 MHz or about 7 mT) and aR-coupling similar in magnitude
to that of the C6 hydrogen adduct. The nitrogen coupling
typically exhibits a near-zero value with the field along the ring
normal due to spin-polarization effects. The ring normal is
perpendicular to〈b〉, and the C5 H-adduct should thus be most
easily seen along〈a〉 and 〈c〉.

4.2. Room-temperature Simulations.The room-temperature
EPR spectra were successfully simulated using spectral param-
eters for R4, R5, and R6 as discussed above, assisted by
literature values for the cytosine hydrogen-addition radicals R5
and R6. This is illustrated for the〈b〉-axis spectrum in Figure
6. However, to obtain this simulation, and also those at all other
orientations, a broad singlet structure with a line width of about
40 MHz (1.5 mT) had to be included. Similar singlet resonances
have previously been observed in several crystalline cytosine
systems48 and are so far only tentatively ascribed to various
unidentified room-temperature cytosine radicals. The relative
contributions of the various radicals typically were of the order
40% R3, 5-8% of each of R4 and R5, and 50% of the singlet.

4.3. MO Calculations. DFT calculations aimed at under-
standing the structure of the R4 radical were made. For these

TABLE 3: Experimental (EPR only) Hyperfine Coupling Parameters (MHz) for the Central Resonance R4a in Single Crystals
of Cytosine-N-formylglycine, Irradiated and Measured at Room Temperatureb

eigenvectors

radical tensor isotropic value principal values 〈a〉 〈b〉 〈c〉

R4 (NFG)

1 (C8-H) -85.2 (3) 0.071 (28) -0.996 (3) -0.046 (28)
-55.60 (2) -52.4 (2) 0.995 (2) 0.074 (28) -0.068 (24)

-29.2 (4) 0.072 (24) -0.041 (28) 0.997 (2)

2 (N5-H) 38.1 (2) 0.002 (83) -0.983 (3) -0.186 (376)
30.7 (1) 27.9 (2) 1.000 (12) 0.003 (101) -0.007 (66)

26.2 (2) 0.008 (66) -0.186 (372) 0.983 (13)

3 N5 e10 near
isotropic

maximum value
close to〈b〉

crystallographic directions for C‚NFG:
normal to plane to C7-C8-N5 0.7512 0.0752 -0.6558
normal to planet N5-C9-H(C9) 0.6533 0.4756 0.5891
normal to cytosine ring -0.7749 0.0333 0.6312
N5-H(N5) -0.7380 0.4207 0.5276
C8-H(C8)3 0.6601 -0.0988 0.7447
C8‚‚‚H(N5) -0.5683 0.8227 0.0153
C9-H(C9) -0.4096 0.8764 -0.2533
C9‚‚‚H(N5) -0.5913 -0.1431 0.7937

a Radical R4 is shown in Scheme 4.b See footnotea in Table 1.c Calculated from the sum of vectors C7-C8 and N5-C8.

SCHEME 4. Radical R4

SCHEME 5. Radical R5 and Radical R6

aiso
â ) (B0 + B2 cos2 θ)Fπ

Figure 6. Experimental and simulated first derivative〈b〉-axis EPR
spectra of a H2O grown cytosine‚N-formylglycine crystal irradiated at
275 K and measured at 293 K. For details on the simulated spectrum,
see text.
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calculations, an isolated NFG molecule with one of the H(C(8))
atoms removed was used. First, an optimized structure (I) based
on crystallographic coordinates but with two torsion angles (the
H(N5)-N5-C8-C9 and C9-N5-C8-C7 angles) frozen was
used for a reference calculation. Fixing these two torsion angles
was necessary to avoid a complete planarization of the molecule
upon geometry optimization. Next, an optimized structure where
the torsion angle around the N5-C8 bond was increased by
38° and then frozen was made (II). The major results from these
two calculations are given in Table 4. It appears that the rotated
structure II yields results in good agreement with the experi-
mental data.

5. Mechanistic Aspects

5.1. Experimental Results.Upon warming from 10 K, the
anion resonances R2 and R3 are lost at about 100 K. At room
temperature, weak traces of the cytosine hydrogen-addition
radicals (R5, R6) are observed, but it was not possible to
establish any clear connection between the disappearance of the
R2 and R3 species and the formation of the cytosine H-adducts
R5 and R6.

The resonance due to the R1 radical is gradually lost upon
warming above 150 K. The resonance due to radical R4 grows
in slowly at about the same temperature. Although no detailed
kinetics study was performed, the present results indicate that
the two processes are connected.

5.2. MO Calculations. The experimental results obtained
after low-temperature irradiations indicate that a separation of
oxidation and reduction products between the amino acid and
the cytosine base residues, respectively, takes place. To
investigate the possibilities for such a separation of processes,
which must imply hole transfers from the cytosine base to the
NFG residue, and a preferred trapping of electrons at the
cytosine residue, DFT calculations were performed with the
objective to obtain ionization potentials and electron affinities
for the two sub-systems.

Accurate ionization potentials (IPs) were obtained using ab
initio propagator calculations in the partial third-order (P3)
approximation with the 6-311G(d,p) basis set.49 The results are
-14.13 eV for cytosine protonated at N3 and-4.43 eV for
NFG with the negatively charged CO2 group. These results
indicate that NFG will be more easily oxidized than protonated
cytosine in this cocrystal. Electron affinities (EAs) have been
calculated first using B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) to optimize the
geometries of cytosine and NFG and then single-point calcula-

tions at the B3LYP/6-311+G(2df,p) level on the optimized
species. The results are+4.79 eV for the N3-protonated cytosine
and -4.35 eV for NFG. These results, being summarized in
Table 5, indicate that protonated cytosine will be the best
electron trap. The negative EA for NFG indicates that it requires
energy to add an electron to an anion.

The experimental results suggest that radical R1 is a decar-
boxylated NFG oxidation product (see Discussion section).
Removing such a large molecular fragment from the primary
oxidation product may seem difficult at these low temperatures.
Thus, attempts were made to model the decarboxylation process
using DFT calculations as follows: B3LYP/6-31+G(d) calcula-
tions were made on the optimized neutral NFG and on the
separate products (the‚CH2-NH-CHO radical and the CO2
fragment). The fragments gain 19.42 kcal/mol upon separation.
Since the calculations were done on the geometry optimized
fragments, some of this energy gain is from reorganization. It
was further shown that the reaction was energetically all
downhill by removing the CO2 fragment from the NFG in 0.05
Å increments of the C-C bond.

It thus appears that decarboxylation of the NFG one-electron
oxidation product is a barrier-free process that will occur
spontaneously after the oxidation process, as illustrated in
Scheme 6.

6. Discussion

The primary ionization, that is, the radiation provoked ejection
of an electron, will occur stochastically throughout the sample,
only weighted by the number of valence electrons at each atomic
position. Thus, both the NFG residue and the cytosine residue
will become ionized in an almost random proportion. The
present low-temperature EPR/ENDOR data reveal no evidence
for oxidation at the cytosine base. An efficient transfer of holes
from the cytosine base to the NFG residue consequently took
place. The oxidation potential of the deprotonated NFG residue
is far lower than the oxidation potential of the N3-protonated
cytosine base (Table 5) constituting a strong driving force for
the hole transfer.

The most common degradation product of the amino acid
cation is formed by decarboxylation.25 Decarboxylation of one-

TABLE 4: Calculated Hyperfine Coupling Parameters
(MHz) for the Two Structures I and II (see text) of Radical
R4 in Single Crystals of Cytosine-N-formylglycine
X-irradiated and Measured at Room Temperaturea

coupling I II exp

1 (C8-H)

(isotropic) -55.8 -49.0 -55.6
-36.2 -32.5 -26.4

(dipolar) -0.7 -0.1 -3.2
36.9 32.6 29.4

2 (N5-H)

(isotropic) 79.6 34.8 30.7
10.1 6.8 7.3

(dipolar) -3.9 -1.0 -2.8
-6.2 -5.8 -4.5

3 N5

(isotropic) -9.5 -5.6 (-)10.2b

0.6 2.4 3.2b

(dipolar) 0.1 -0.8 -1.6
-0.7 -1.6 -1.6

a Experimental data from Table 3 are given for comparison.
b Estimated parameters from a few data points only.

TABLE 5: DFT Calculated Electron Affinities and
Ionization Potentials (eV) for the Components of the C‚NFG
Complexa

NFG(CO2
-) C(+HN3)

electron affinity -4.35 +4.79
ionization potential -4.43 -14.13

a The NFG molecule has donated a proton to the cytosine N3 (see
Scheme 1).

SCHEME 6. Decarboxylation of the Neutral
N-Formylglycine Oxidation Product
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electron oxidized amino acids invariably takes place even at
very low temperatures indicating a very low, or zero, activation
energy barrier for the process. Eriksson et al.50 showed using
DFT calculations that decarboxylation from theL-o-serinephos-
phate cation was a barrier-free process. The calculations reported
in the present work for the NFG cation yield similar results.
These considerations provide a good basis for understanding
the observation that radical R1 is the only observable oxidation
product at 10 K.

In amino acids, the decarboxylation radical commonly
abstracts a hydrogen from a neighboring molecule forming the
so-called backbone radical, the radical formed by hydrogen
abstraction from theR-carbon, as depicted in Scheme 7:

The observation of radical R4 at room temperature suggests
that similar processes take place in the C‚NFG complex.

The electrons ejected upon the primary oxidation event will
predominantly become trapped at those sites exhibiting the
largest electron affinity. If initial trapping takes place at other
sites, the differences in electron affinity will constitute a driving
force for the transfer of the electron to the site with the largest
electron affinity. According to the results in Table 5, this site
is the N3-protonated cytosine base. In the present crystal matrix,
there are apparently two energetically similar versions (with
respect to geometry or protonation state) of this one-electron
reduced species. The dominant one is the neutral, N3-protonated
cytosine anion radical (R2), while the other (R3) could not be
identified with any confidence in the present study. The actual
mechanisms for the formation of the H-adduct radicals R5 and
R6 could not be established, although it seems reasonable that
these are connected to the decay of the R2 and R3 species.

The major result obtained in this study is that effective
separation of trapped oxidation and reduction products between
the two constituents of the C‚NFG complex takes place at low
temperature, apparently driven by large differences in ionization
potentials and electron affinities of each constituent. This
experimental result is nicely illustrated by the DFT calculated
spin density distributions for the primary anion and cation
radicals of the complex shown in Figure 7. Here, isosurfaces
of the electron spin density distributions (positive and negative)
are obtained from B3LYP/6-311G(2df,p) single-point calcula-
tions of the reduction and oxidation products calculated with
the unoptimized crystal geometry. Theπ nature of the anion
spin distribution and theσ nature of the cation spin distribution
are clearly recognizable. The thermal annealing and room-
temperature results furthermore indicate that secondary radical
reactions do not change this initial separation of oxidation and
reduction products, that is, no further electron or hole transport
takes place between the constituents of the complex.

Experimental observations similar to these were also made
in a previous study of a complex of cytidine‚salicylic acid (cyt‚

sal).51 The association motif between the two components in
cyt‚sal is similar to that in the C‚NFG complex, rendering the
cytosine base protonated at N3. Considering that this is an EPR
study only and hence less detailed with respect to the presence
of less abundant components in the spectra, the cyt‚sal results
nevertheless demonstrated exclusive oxidation at the salicylic
acid component (containing the carboxyl group) and that the
majority of reduction products were cytosine base radicals.

In the context of DNA-protein complexes, the results
obtained in the present work indicate that, upon exposure to
ionizing radiation, oxidation will be shifted away from DNA
by electron transfer from the protein and the holes will become
trapped at protein sites. Furthermore, electrons created by initial
oxidation at both the protein and the DNA will become trapped
in DNA. This will increase the ratio of anion to cation
percentages in DNA in line with the observations of Weiland
and Hüttermann.11 Thus, if it is the oxidative pathway that leads
to strand breaks in DNA, then the association with histones will
provide an apparent radioprotective effect.5 However, since the
C-terminal association motif of the amino acid with cytosine
in the C‚NFG complex cannot be highly abundant in DNA-
histone complexes,14 it remains to be seen if more abundant
motifs may lead to results as clear as those observed in the
present work. Work along these lines is in progress.
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